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Raja Ampat: Central-South
 

Disclaimer: Itineraries are only orientative and might be modi4ed due to weather conditions, sea conditions and
other external causes.

DAY 1: Pick up in Sorong airport, transfer to the boat, welcome drink and accommodation. Sail straight to
Waisai for clearance and check dive in the afternoon at one of the reefs nearby. Night dive in Saonek.
DAY 2: Diving some of the fabulous reefs of the Dampier Straits: Sardine reef, Blue Magic and Mioskon
amongst others. Night dive in the jetties of Saporkren (muck diving).
DAY 3: Early morning excursion to see the birds of paradise on the canopy of Waigeo. Diving in Cape Kri,
Sawandarek Jetty and night dive in Yenbuba.
DAY 4: Dive the jetties of Airborek and nearby sites, like Manta Point, Lalosi Reef or Citrus Ridge. Afternoon
visit to the village of Airborek and night dive afterwards in the jetties.
DAY 5: Three day dives in the area of Fam, in places such as Melissa’s Garden, Keruo Channel, My Reef or
Galaxy. Ascend to the view point in Penemu Island. Overnight sail to Misool.
DAY 6: First dive in Puri Pinnacle, and the following two dives in the Fiabacet area. After third dive visit Kalig
beach, where we also do the night dive.
DAY 7: Full diving day in Wayilbatan, in sites like Gorgonian Passage, Four Kings and Weeding Cake, amongst
others. Night dive at Barracuda Rock.
DAY 8: Three day dives in sites around Pulau Boo, Shadow Reef (a.k.a. Magic Mountain), Yilliet or Romeo.
Afternoon visit to the blacktip reef shark nursery beach in Yiliet and night dive afterwards.
DAY 9: Two morning dives in the Daram Islands, in sites like Andiamo and Candy Store. After the dives head
to Sorong in the afternoon, while preparing for departure the morning after.

 

Enjoy the best diving in the world
throughout the inner seas of
Indonesia onboard two completely
equipped traditional boats, led by an
expert team with two decades of
experience running liveaboard cruises
in Indonesia.
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